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Chemical logistics is multi-faceted Your partner for innovative solutions

As a complete provider, Chemion Logistik GmbH covers the entire 
range of logistical services in the chemical and related industries. We 
are a member of the CURRENTA Group, a network of highly specialised 
companies managed by CHEMPARK-manager and -operator  
CURRENTA GmbH & Co. OHG with the subsidiaries Chemion Logistik 
GmbH and Tectrion GmbH. Our extensive experience in site logistics 
and handling dangerous goods is the foundation for our specialty: 
bundling services tailored to our customers’ needs and managing 
complex logistics processes. Our customers benefit from the expertise 
and dedication of our nearly 900 employees. Chemion has locations in 
Leverkusen, Dormagen, Krefeld-Uerdingen, Monheim, and Duisburg.

Competent and diversified for your success

As an experienced, competent, and reliable partner at your side, 
Chemion combines chemicals and logistics into customised service 
packages that are precisely tailored to your needs. For many years, we 
have been offering flexible, individual, and efficient logistics solutions at 
our locations and your operations. Our expertise and commitment meet 
the complex requirements of logistics for chemical production, storage 
of hazardous substances, and proper handling of dangerous goods. You 
can rely on us so that you can focus on your core areas of expertise and 
achieve even greater success.

Discover the recipe for logistics success with Chemion! We would be 
happy to provide you with detailed information on the benefits of your 
Chemion solution.

We look forward to hearing from you! 
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Piece Goods Logistics   

Expertise for multiple classes
Smooth handling of solid materials and liquids in storage: Our 
warehouses offer you ample space giving you the flexibility you need.  
We excel when it comes to safety: from containment basins and special 
floor sealing, to fully automated sprinkler and foam extinguishing 
systems, and gas detection systems. We pick, load and secure your 
goods so that they reach their destination safe and sound.

Silo Logistics 

High output volume
Our decades of experience at the silo logistics centre in 
Krefeld-Uerdingen provide the best conditions for the storage and 
handling of granulates. Our operator expertise and dedicated team  
of 60 employees ensure fast and reliable filling in large and small 
containers, from 25 kg bags to silo trucks. In addition, we silo  
containers and take care of palletising, labelling, and shipping.

Container Logistics

Your all-in-one provider
Chemion offers comprehensive solutions for containers, specifically  
for hazardous materials and dangerous goods. Our services include 
transportation, handling and storage at one of our five bi- or trimodal 
terminals for cargo and tank containers, as well as dispatching, 
procurement, and rental services with consultation. 

Additionally, we provide cleaning, maintenance, and repair services for 
coated tank containers with Proco-EMAIL and ChemLINE coatings. Our 
advanced Robogrind technology allows us to remove corrosion damage 
caused by chemical substances, as it grinds and polishes the inner wall  
of tank containers, extending their lifespan. 

Port Logistics

Safe, congestion-free, and toll-free
Ports offer ecological and economic advantages for the handling of 
many raw materials and products in the chemical industry. Whether 
bulk goods or liquids: As part of bimodal handling, we connect the 
road and water transport modes – around the clock if needed. Our 
experienced, highly motivated, and well-trained personnel ensure 
excellent handling quality and safety in the interests of our customers. 
From inland waterway shipping to the operation of port facilities –  
we have the resources and experience to offer meticulously devised 
solutions.

Chemion Piece Goods Logistics at a glance

• Storage of substances of hazard classes 3, 4.1B, 4.3, 6.1A–D,   
8A, 8B, 10, 11, 12, 13

• 70,000 pallet spaces in block, rack and outdoor storage areas 

• Handling, picking and cross-docking activities

• Shuttle services between production/filling and storage

• Value-added services from labelling to disposal

• Cargo securing

Chemion Silo Logistics at a glance

• 60 committed employees

• Operation of two customer-owned silo plants for Makrolon 
primary and compounding products

• Quantity feedback in the customer system

• Management of customer-specific packaging for filling

• Bulk and container loading

• Cleanroom filling for sensitive products

• Technical support, maintenance and repair of customer-owned 
systems

Chemion Container Logistics at a glance

• Storage space for a total of approximately 2,800 freight and  
tank containers primarily for dangerous goods containers.

• Maintenance and repair services

• Container rinsing station

• Rental service offering flexible duration and service levels

• Procurement, conversion and provision of containers

Chemion Port Logistics at a glance

• 3,800 ships in incoming and outgoing goods with 4.6 million 
tons per year

• 4 bulk cargo cranes/excavators for 12 different products

• Handling of bulk goods onto transport and into warehouses/
stockpiles

• 7 tanker ship berths for 24 different products/raw materials

• Loading and unloading of liquids via pipelines to/from 
customer plants



Production Logistics

Where logistics and process 
engineering converge
Holistic optimization of production logistics processes is the goal of 
many customers. As a highly specialized service provider, Chemion  
can reliably, with experience and expertise, meet these requirements: 
In addition to production-preparatory, -post-processing, and 
-supporting processes such as filling and transferring, our constantly 
growing range of services also includes logistics-related production 
processes. In addition, our Sample Service Centre in Dormagen offers 
worldwide, fast shipping of sample shipments for your customers.

Railway Logistics

Advantages on schedule
Take advantage of the economical, precisely plannable, and environ-
mentally friendly option of rail transport – even over short distances! 
Chemion offers you in-plant and external rail transport, shunting 
services, and rail logistics. We also offer you the provision of tracks 
and equipment, e. g. for special trips and spot transport. Of course, we 
handle the entire organization and processing for your rail transport. 
Our CHEMPARK Shuttle connects the CHEMPARK locations of  
Leverkusen, Dormagen, and Krefeld-Uerdingen daily. Our strategic part-
nerships allow us to offer both national and international connections.

Expedition

Active around the clock
Our experienced experts are also happy to help your company master 
logistical challenges. We offer loading time control, administrative 
processing, vehicle inspections, and freight checks for all modes of 
transport and transport equipment. At all three CHEMPARK locations  
in Leverkusen, Dormagen, and Krefeld-Uerdingen, our employees  
ensure smooth processes around the clock and handle more than 
500,000 transport units annually.

Logistics Services

We lighten your load
To help you focus on your core business, we offer a wide range of 
logistics services at the three CHEMPARK locations, all under one roof. 
Start benefiting from one of our diverse offers, such as post, parcel, 
and express services both locally and around the world. Reduce effort, 
lower costs, and risks with our comprehensive fleet management for 
MHE, MV, and CV. In addition, we offer in-house services, delivery, 
installation, and commissioning of IT hardware such as PCs and 
printers, special packaging, freight forwarding services, and much 
more. Contact us.

Chemion Production Logistics at a glance

• Filling of liquid substances in and out of any container sizes

• Solid filling in bags and big bags

• Filling and emptying of rail tank cars, tank trucks, tank containers, 
and skip containers

• Operating and managing of customer-owned tank farms

• Sample Service Centre: Logistics management, filling, and 
worldwide shipment of product samples – within 24 hours

Chemion Expedition at a glance

• Administrative incoming and outgoing goods processing  
as well as customs clearance for trucks, trains, and barges

• Incoming and outgoing weighing

• Technical vehicle inspections

• Automated processing of truck clearance („GATE“)

• Vehicle and loading time control

• Flexible transport clearance 365 days a year and around the clock

• Logistical annual performance: over 1 million orders

Chemion Railway Logistics at a glance

• Licensed railway company

• 11 diesel locomotives, 3 two-way vehicles, 70 locomotive  
drivers and wagon inspectors

• Plant shunting service with over 120 connected loading  
points in the CHEMPARK locations of Leverkusen, Dormagen, 
and Krefeld-Uerdingen

• External, regional rail and shuttle transport

• Process solutions through multimodal handling options

• Development of rail concepts

Chemion Logistics Services at a glance

• Post, parcel, and express services: 800 parcels and about  
40,000 letters per day

• MHE fleet management: Inventory of over 2,000 MHEs, including 
400 ex-forklifts for short- and long-term rentals

• MV fleet management: about 50 different service and providing 
services, support for 2,800 vehicles

• Storage in accordance with GDP guidelines (purity class zone F)

• Services for Pharma and Engineering Logistics
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